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1. Introduction

Recording the motion of the scapula during manual wheelchair (MWC) propulsion is of particular interest but remains a challenge due to the soft tissue artefact. For that purpose, several authors recommend the use of multibody kinematics optimization (MKO) (Naaim et al., 2017) but the way to adapt the generic model to the subject (scaling) is not as trivial as it can appear (Duprey et al., 2017). In the description of the upper limbs, the main challenge is to accurately model the shoulder complex, including sternoclavicular, scapulothoracic, acromioclavicular and glenohumeral joints. In the field of MWC propulsion research, several upper extremity models have been used. The simplest had modelled the shoulder complex as a ball joint between the thorax and the humerus located on the glenoid centre. A more complex model implemented regression equations allowing sternoclavicular and scapulothoracic coupled coordinates (Holzbaur et al., 2005). Finally, others authors had proposed to guide the motion of the scapula on an ellipsoid to represent the scapulothoracic joint (Van der Helm 1994; Seth et al., 2016). However, the personalization of the ellipsoid parameters is not obvious.

The aim of this work was to evaluate the influence of the ellipsoid parameters (centre location and radii) on kinematics reconstructed using MKO during MWC propulsion.

2. Methods

2.1 Experimental data

One able-bodied subject (22 y.o., 1.75m, 62 kg) participated in this preliminary study. During the experiment, the subject was asked to perform several propulsion cycles on a MWC ergometer. 36 reflective markers were placed on the upper limbs, and their 3D locations were recorded at 100 Hz by an 8-cameras optoelectronic motion capture system (Vicon system, hardware: T40 cameras; Nexus software; Oxford Metrics, UK).

2.2 Musculoskeletal model

A three-dimensional linked-segment model of the upper limbs was used to compute biomechanical parameters. The model included hand, forearm bones, humerus, clavicle, scapula and thorax. The latter were derived from the generic scapulothoracic joint model (Seth et al., 2016), which was symmetrised using a custom routine. This model was scaled to the subject using the algorithm implemented in OpenSim software (Delp et al., 2007), and the location of the acromio-clavicular contact point was scaled with a custom program.

2.3 Data processing

Joint kinematics was obtained for a steady-state propulsion cycle, using an inverse kinematics algorithm implemented in OpenSim software. The impact of the estimation of scapulothoracic joint parameters was evaluated with a full factorial design with 6 parameters on two levels. Parameters were the 3 radii of the ellipsoid and the 3 coordinates of its centre in the thorax frame; and were alternately defined at 80% and 120% of the initial values obtained from the default scaling step.

For each of the 64 resulting models, the overall root mean squared error (RMSE) between reconstructed and experimental markers was computed, and compared to the value obtained with the initial default scaled model.

3. Results and discussion

The results showed that among the 64 models, only eight induced a lower error between the reconstructed and the experimental position of the scapula markers with respect to the default scaled model. As depicted in Figure 1, most of the modified models induced a lower RMSE during a propulsion cycle for the arm (number of such case: 34), forearm (33) and hand (51), reaching up to a 5% improved reconstruction for the arm. A lower number of markers
Conclusions

A full factorial design showed that scapular ellipsoid parameters can result in significant improvement in the kinematics reconstruction during MWC propulsion. In this perspective, subject-specific imaging methods coupled to optimization algorithms could be of great interest. This study could also be extended with the clavicle length which was already showed as critical (Duprey et al., 2017).
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